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WELCOME
"GrooveLine was created with one mission in mind -
providing the very best quality music tuition that is
accessible, inclusive and affordable for all. 

I am really proud of the work we have done and
are continuing to do.

Within these documents you will find information
about our music programmes designed for school
age learners. 

Will Bennett, Managing Director
Grooveline Music Education ltd.

 

I am confident that together we could form a
successful partnership to help provide these
amazing opportunities to a new cohort of
students."

 
will@groovelinemusiceducation.com
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Let's Talk About Music...

Benefits Of An Accessible
Music Programme

MUSIC AND BRAIN
DEVELOPMENT

LEARN A NEW SKILL & BE
CREATIVE

BUILD TRANSFERABLE SKILLS

MUSIC RELIEVES STRESS AND
TEACHES CHILDREN TO FOCUS

IMPROVE SOCIAL SKILLS AND
CO-OPERATION

Music ignites all areas of child development
and skills for school readiness, including
intellectual, social-emotional, motor,
language, and overall literacy. It helps the
body and the mind work together.

Making music is fun! Pupils will get the
chance to explore multiple instruments and
have the opportunity to learn a new skill.
Pupils will have the chance to practise
creativity skills and compose their own
music.

Not only will pupils learn a new instrument,
but they will be actively, and sometimes
unknowingly,  practising transferable skills
such as perseverance, discipline,
concentration and focus. Musical training
has also been proven to enhance memory
and recall. These are all skills transferable
to a pupil's wider education.
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A research paper in 2020 found that listening
to music lowers our heart rate and cortisol
levels, releases endorphins and improves our
sense of well-being. It also distract us,
reducing physical and emotional stress levels.
(The Power Of Music To Reduce Stress, Donald Collins, 2020)

Music has been shown to activate many
areas of the brain, including the circuit that
helps us to understand what others are
thinking and feeling, and to predict how they
might behave—a social skill scientists call
“theory of mind,” which is linked to empathy.

Music is often played in a group or band,
causing all participants to find a way to work
together harmoniously. In order to improve a
performance, attending rehearsals and
practising are essential. Working towards a
shared goal helps to enhance teamwork and
social skills.
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The Facts & Figures

"Adolescents with musical training have better
school grades, are more conscientious, open and

ambitious. These effects are stronger among
adolescents from lower socio-economic status."

 
 

Adrian Hille, Jürgen Schupp,
How learning a musical instrument affects the development of skills,

Economics of Education Review, 2015.

 

"The average person hears 18
hours of music per week!"

 Heidi Moawad, M.D
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" L e a r n i n g  t o  p l a y  a n  i n s t r u m e n t
e n h a n c e s  t h e  a b i l i t y  t o  r e m e m b e r
w o r d s  t h r o u g h  e n l a r g e m e n t  o f
t h e  l e f t  c r a n i a l  t e m p o r a l  r e g i o n s .

M u s i c a l l y  t r a i n e d  p a r t i c i p a n t s
r e m e m b e r e d  1 7 %  m o r e  v e r b a l
i n f o r m a t i o n  t h a n  t h o s e  w i t h o u t
m u s i c a l  t r a i n i n g . "  

KNOW
DID YOU

(Hallam, The Power Of Music)
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The Grooveline
Difference

FREE instruments provided to partner
schools for use during c lasses.

What makes us unique?
Our team of tutors are trained educators and
working professionals within the music industry. This
allows us to bring the best technology, tried-and-
tested methods and up-to-date practices into the
classroom to facilitate an unbeatable learning
experience across a range of instruments.

We offer two different schemes for schools - The
Future Rockstars Scheme, which provides
peripatetic instrumental lessons, and the PPA Music
Scheme, which provides whole class music provision.
The two programmes are outlined in more detail
later in this brochure.  

FREE educational asemblies to promote your 
school values through music.

FREE performance evenings organised by
GrooveLine to celebrate student success and raise
money for the school PTA or chosen charity.
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The Grooveline
Difference
We are very proud of our own unique GrooveLine
tuition books which we have put together over a
series of hundreds (or maybe even thousands!!) of
hours to ensure the very best content, which
follow the methods we have refined over many
years of teaching.

With over 36 original compositions &
downloadable backing tracks, as well as exercises,
top tips, quizzes, games and a practice diary
included in each chapter, our tuition books allow
the perfect, flexible approach to learning an
instrument.

Instrument rental  avai lable for pupi ls .

The Grooveline wraparound approach, so that the 
learning never stops and parents are supported to 
best aid their children's musical education.

We deliver workshop days, after school & lunch 
clubs and summer camps.
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The Grooveline
Difference

We love transforming classrooms, stock rooms, halls

& unused rooms into thriving music spaces. We

supply schools with FREE instruments to be used

during the music classes.

Our own unique and original tuition books following 
the GrooveLine method of "learning by doing".

The online store allows learners access to quality 
tools of the trade such as plectrums, drum sticks, 
practice pads and more.

We manage all admin so schools can receive great 
programmes with no added stress or hassle.

We are flexible and able to tailor our delivery to suit
the needs and availability of each individual school.
We work with scholarships and pupil premium
initiatives to ensure our lessons are accessible to all.

 Get in touch with us for a free no-obligation
consultation to see how we could help provide your
school with an amazing music room and a holistic
programme of provision.

e-mail: will@groovelinemusiceducation.com
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DID YOU
KNOW?

"37% of
Children have
never had an
instrumental

lesson."
(ABRSM, Making Music - Teaching Learning & Playing In The UK)
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WHOLE
CLASS
MUSIC 
PROVISION
& PPA TIME
MAXIMISE  YOUR  PPA TIME

MEET THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM CRITERIA 
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Our PPA programme offers whole-
class music lessons - providing a fun,
interactive education, meeting the
criteria of the national curriculum,
whilst allowing classroom teachers to
partake in PPA time. 

The programme is designed to
provide an all-round musical
experience; building skills on a range
of musical instruments as well as
exploring songwriting, music theory
and cultural history surrounding a
range of modern musical genres. 

Our Specialist Programme Leaders
are trained to deliver lessons to a
whole class, with each module lasting
half a term and 3 difficulty levels to
allow for development and
progression as pupils make their way
through their primary school journey. 

 SCHEME  OVERVIEW  
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Throughout the programme, pupils will learn musical skills such as
melodic and rhythmic recall, musical analysis, music theory,
musical creativity, ensemble skills, awareness & interpretation.
They will also develop confidence, teamwork & co-operation,
problem solving, language skills, critical thinking as well as historic
and cultural awareness. All of the above, whilst having huge
amounts of fun in a unique learning environment! 

Each weekly, 1 hour class will include: 
Interactive Power Point Presentation 
Audiovisual Learning Aids & Educational Videos
Printable Worksheets
Performance Opportunities 

 A UNIQUE   ENVIRONMENT  
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Modules

Boomwhackers

Mixed Percussion

Modern Music 
History & Culture

Music Theory

Songwriting

South American Music

Ukulele Skills

Vocal Skills

 
Each module lasts for one half term and schools can choose which six

modules they would like to participate in from our selection of ten
carefully designed units:

Piano Skills World Tour Of Music
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YOUR SCHOOL WOULDYOUR SCHOOL WOULD
BENEFIT FROMBENEFIT FROM

BENEFITSBENEFITS

7. TERMLY REVIEW & APPRAISAL TO DISCUSS YOUR

EXPERIENCE OF THE PROGRAMME

4. END OF YEAR PERFORMANCE EVENING, ORGANISED BY GROOVELINE 

TO RAISE MONEY FOR THE SCHOOL PTA OR CHOSEN CHARITY

8. SPECIALIST TUTORS WITH FIRST AID & SAFEGUARDING TRAINING,

ENHANCED DBS CHECKS AND PLI INSURANCE 

5.  A COHORT OF PUPILS WITH AN ENTHUSIASM FOR MUSIC &

A TRANSFERABLE SKILL SET

3. HALF TERMLY PROGRESS REPORTS PER CLASS

9. A CHOICE OF 10 SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED MODULES THAT MEET THE

LEARNING OUTCOMES OF THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM

6. A TAILORED PROGRAMME TO SUIT THE SPECIFIC NEEDS OF

YOUR SCHOOL

 A DESIGNATED SPECIALIST PROGRAMME LEADER1.

2. INSTRUMENTS PROVIDED BY GROOVELINE FOR USE

DURING CLASSES
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"We are very pleased with the quality of service that
Grooveline has provided and have been particularly
impressed with the relationships they have quickly
established with both our children and staff alike.

Hatchlands children thoroughly enjoy their music lessons
and many have also been enthusiastic about having the
opportunity to go on and learn an instrument in school.

 
Grooveline has provided a fun and interactive all round

musical experience for our classes, whilst allowing
classroom teachers to partake in PPA time. Within just a

few months of working with Grooveline, children have had
the opportunity to build skills across a range of musical

instruments as well as exploring song writing and
elements of music theory and cultural history.

I cannot recommend them highly enough."
 
 
 

MOIRA ANDERSON
Headteacher 

Hatchlands Primary School
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Consultation

Receive Tailored
Individual Proposal

School Visit

Receive And Sign
Contracts

Make Payment &
Receive Provision

Termly Review &

Appraisal

IMPLEMENTATION
Contact us today to arrange a free, no-obligation consultation. 

 
Upon applying for a free consultation, here are the next steps

you can expect to take place:
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SUBSIDISED
INSTRUMENTAL
TUITION & 
THE FUTURE
ROCKSTARS
SCHEME
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Future Rockstars
Scheme

Future Rockstars is a peripatetic instrumental tuition
scheme for school-age learners.

 
We offer a wide range of music lessons for a variety of
instruments in both contemporary and classical genres.

Our tutors are top industry professionals and
educators who bring real-life experience into the

classroom.
 

With our own GrooveLine tuition books and method, we
offer our lessons at competitive rates and work with

Pupil Premium initiatives and scholarship schemes,
making music education more accessible for everyone. 

 
We supply our partner schools with instruments to be

used during the classes and deal with all the admin
directly with the parents using our online portal. As a

school you can relax knowing your students are
benefitting from excellent tuition, with no added stress

to your admin staff.
 

This scheme does not cost the school a single penny,
and

all we require from the school is a suitable room/space
to conduct the music lessons.18



At Grooveline, we are passionate about delivering the very best music
education. This means we don't just stop when the lesson time runs out. We
offer round the clock care with our wraparound approach to education.

A 2010 study by Andrea Creech found that "Learning outcomes, including
enjoyment of music, motivation, self-esteem, self-efficacy and personal
satisfaction with music lessons, were found to be enhanced when
parents/guardians communicated with the teacher in relation to the child's
progress and remained as a supremely interested audience." (Creech, 2010)

That is why as well as sending weekly lesson reports to parents, we have a
wealth of blogs, videos, advice and tips for both the students and the
parents, to help them best support their child's eduction.

The Grooveline Podcast also offers jargon busters, general advice, practising
tactics and instrument specific insight so that pupils always have something
new they can be learning. 

Parents know that we are only ever an email or phone call away with friendly,
supportive and considered advice for any queries they may have.

A WRAPAROUND APPROACH
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"Grooveline have transformed our peripatetic
provision in school, taking us from one child learning an
instrument on site before they arrived, to over 40. A
huge part of this is the clear, infectious enthusiasm

the team projected to the children through assemblies
to talk about and demonstrate the instruments

offered for tuition. All the tutors are friendly and
approachable and we can see the fun they are

injecting into each student as they walk to and from
their lessons. One of the major benefits to us from a
school perspective is that they take care of all the
admin, but liaise regularly with us to ensure that we

are always kept up to date with any changes.
However, the biggest benefit of all is that the school is

full of the sounds of music and happy musicians!"
 
 

HUGH HOGAN-FLEMING
Headteacher 

Felbridge Primary School20
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SCHOLARSHIPS
& THE PUPIL
PREMIUM
At Grooveline, we are very happy to work
with Scholarships and Pupil Premium
initiatives within school to ensure that all
pupils have access to our lessons. 

We tailor our Pupil Premium policies to the
needs of each individual school to ensure
that we can reach as many young
musicians as possible! 

Get in touch with us to discuss how your
Pupil Premium budget could be used to
provide musical opportunities to your
students. 
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"Charlie is an outstanding and exceptional young guitarist. He has a
clear passion and dedication for the guitar, and finds great value in
spending hours every day learning his craft. Charlie is performing well
beyond his years and the sky is the limit for him. 
I am excited to see where his journey will take him.

It is an honour to provide Charlie with free weekly music lessons as
part of our Scholarship scheme. He inspires me to continue the good
work that GrooveLine is doing to help young musicians find their
passion. " 

Charlie's Mother unfortunately passed away whilst Charlie was aged 8
and ever since, Charlie has put a huge amount of effort into his guitar
studies. Charlie's Father says "his passion for guitar (and great,
encouraging tuition) have played a part in helping him deal with his grief
and anxiety during this period". 

As a result of such a large amount of hours spent with his guitar,
Charlie is now performing incredibly difficult and technical pieces with
seeming ease and comfort. Charlie has performed live in front of his
peers, alongside GrooveLine tutors as part of a blues band, as well as
sourcing his own performance opportunities in his new secondary
school and local community. 

In Charlie's own words, "I feel I can put a part of myself into a piece of
music, and Grooveline has helped and supported my ability to do this."'

THE GROOVELINE SCHOLARSHIP
Charlie's Story
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"Great team and fabulous
instructors. My girls really enjoy
the classes (currently piano and
drums) and parents are always

provided with a practice
summary to work to at home. I

would not hesitate to
recommend Will and his team."

 

Michelle - Parent on TrustPilot
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"Will, in order to help the school support EHCP and
Pupil Premium children learning a musical instrument,
offers subsidised lessons for these families. We know,
from feedback from these families, that without the

help of Will and the Pupil Premium Fund, that the family
would not be able to afford musical instrument

lessons. 
 

Will liaises closely with the school office on the room
space that is needed, but Will completes all the

paperwork directly with the parents. This is a great
benefit to my school office. 

 
The children shine as they go to their lesson and are

very proud of their achievements."
 
 

FRANCES DAVIS
Headteacher 

Reigate Parish Church Primary School25



JOIN THE
MOVEMENT

LET'S HAVE A CHAT ABOUT YOUR SCHOOL . . .

SIMPLY SEND US AN EMAIL
TO DISCUSS YOUR
SCHOOL'S NEEDS
FREE NO-OBLIGATION CONSULTATION

Email will@groovelinemusiceducation.com

www.groovelinemusiceducation.com
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@GrooveLineMusicEducation
www.groovelinemusiceducation.com
will@groovelinemusiceducation.com

STAY UP TO DATE

ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Wraparound Education

Top Tips For Parents &
Students
 
Celebrating Student
Success

Mini Lessons & Advice
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Our mission is to inspire young
musicians and provide top
quality education to ALL

students. That's why our lessons
are accessible and inclusive. 

 
We work with scholarships and

Pupil Premium schemes to
ensure that no child is ever told
that music is not an option for

them.

We're on a
mission. 

 
Will you join us?


